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The Best Jordans Shoes was one of the most surprising releases of 2016. Essentially
coming out of nowhere around this time last year, the shoe ended up on many year end
lists, including ours. The midtop variation hasn't fared quite as well, but there is
a new Hightop version coming in 2018.The new high top version has been previewed
before, and now we taske a look at the new Winter Camo colorway. Done up similarly
to the Midtop version, the shoe utilizes a white base and Camo detailing. The rope
laces that wrap around the shoe complete the look.
Even though it hasn't been exactly three months since the Latest Jordans Shoes Day
festivities, that isn't stopping Nike from revealing what they have up their sleeve
for next year. With the Nike Air VaporMax's following growing every day the Swoosh
is in full blown watch the throne mood and it looks like next year's prized and
newest Nike Air Max 270 model for the unofficial sneaker holiday has leaked and made
its way to the internet.
The Cheap Jordan Shoes doesn't have a tech specification sheet available as of yet
for obvious reasons but from the initial look at the kicks perforated mesh dominates
the sneakers upper while Nike Air Max 270 embroidery and branding hit the tongue and
lateral side of the sneaker all the while sitting atop a visible AIR unit
installation that hits the heel of the sneaker.From our perspective, the Nike Air
Max 270 appears to be centered around athletic performance than casual aesthetic and
lifestyle capabilities but, as time moves forward we'll learn more about the
silhouette. Let us know your initial thoughts on the '18 Air Max Day sneaker in the
comment section below.
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http://www.bestjordans2016.com
http://www.latestjordans2016.com
http://www.cheapjordans2017.com/product-tag/cheap-jordan-shoes/

